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Overview 

A participative workshop involving academics, local government and other 

interested parties was held at the University to investigate the idea for and 

practicalities of developing a legacy network of mega-event host cities and their 

local Universities and to consider establishing the network through an inaugural 

conference after the Glasgow Commonwealth Games in 2014.  

 

The key outcomes of the workshop was agreement to set up a working group 

charged to organise two events essential to the establishment of a global legacy 

research and knowledge exchange network. These are, first a high profile forum 

or briefing session in July 2014 (during the Glasgow Commonwealth Games) and 

second, a major international conference launching the network officially on the 

anniversary of the Games a year later in 2015. The explicit goals of Scotland and 

Glasgow for legacy already draw attention to the issue. The July 2014 event 

should lift the focus to a higher level of generality, while highlighting how 

Glasgow and Scotland have gone further than previous hosts.  Ambitious but 

practical legacy agendas can be expected for future events and Games 

worldwide. Participants in the workshop recognised that this is an opportune 

moment to build on the conditions in place in Glasgow in terms of legacy, to seek 

to develop legacy globally as a policy agenda and to influence the future through 

the confluence of host city governments and their leading Universities. 

 

The workshop was hosted by Policy Scotland, the University’s new policy 

research and knowledge exchange hub. The idea of the network workshop was 

developed and led by Kenneth Gibb (Director, Policy Scotland) and Josef Konvtiz 

(Honorary Professor Education). We are grateful for the support of the 

University’s Knowledge Exchange Fund and the College of Social Sciences. 

 

Councilor Archie Graham (Deputy Leader, Glasgow City Council) welcomed 

participants on the first day and  Professor Anne Anderson (Vice Principal and 

Head of the College of Social Sciences) addressed them on the second day. The 

meeting was attended by more than 30 delegates over the two days. The event 

involved four working sessions, two on each day, a conference networking 

dinner and a bus tour of 2014 venues (the Emirates building/velodrome, the 

Tollcross international swimming centre and the athletes’ Village1.  

 

The sessions focused on the meaning of legacy and the principles that might 

inform a network for sharing legacy experience and lessons globally, the ongoing 

and proposed research associated with legacy and games impact, a discussion of 

                                                        
1 We are grateful to the help given locally and at Glasgow Life, the City Council 

and Crudens to facilitate these visits. 
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event strategy for best establishing the network through inaugural events, and, 

the seeking of agreement for next actions and plans for taking the ideas agreed 

forward . 

 

Main findings from interactive and plenary discussions: day one 

The discussion had four main elements: 

• The meaning of legacy 

• The scope for and objectives of a legacy network 

• What current and prospective research tells us 

• Possible themes for bids to do additional research. 

 

Legacy is a multi-dimensional and complex, contestable concept. Delegates noted 

specific aspects: it needs to be filtered by the perspective of local stakeholders; 

the concept must take account of the temporal dimension and the long lead-in 

before legacy effects may fully materialise or be measurable and of the spatial 

level (how do we define the ‘east end’, and contrasting Glasgow and Scotland); 

care must be exercised whenidentifying attribution of cause and effect when 

there is no ready counterfactual, multiple programmes and policies, etc.; and 

there are other ‘difficulties’ such as the focus including governance on the event 

only, the importance of the ‘audited’ legacy work that has to be carried out by 

government in Glasgow and nationally and the very existence of multiple 

stakeholders including sponsors. 

 

The scope of the network. There was evident enthusiasm for the development of 

a city-HEI legacy network, generating research and knowledge exchange at an 

international on-going scale. It was agreed that this should build on existing 

relevant nodes (University of Barcelona, the Commonwealth Secretariat) and 

networks (e.g. U21 and ACU) but should grow out of its defining character 

linking host cities and their urban governments and citizenry to the contribution 

that their universities can make and to share this globally across the network. 

The network would seek to transfer knowledge and good practice experiences 

relating both to legacy processes mechanism and governance but also to specific 

examples of locally tailored/contextualised legacy practice. A key area is 

partnership working – how do you mainstream the event-based innovative co-

working necessary to make the games operational into service delivery after the 

games are over? Critical to all of this a spirit of collaboration between the cities 

and HEIs. 

 

What current and prospective research can tell us? This is an important new 

policy arena. The Scottish Government and the City council laid out their legacy 

research and their approach to evaluating legacy and the event’s intended 

outcomes. There is a huge opportunity for academics to work with the evaluation 

teams and to access the considerable volume of data being produced.  

 

There was considerable interest and enthusiasm listening to Ade Kearns set out 

the Go East project, its methodological approach, the practical research problems 

it confronts and also a flavour of the results thus far under the flourishing legacy 

dimension. This was followed by 5 doctoral presentations on: security, elite 
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athlete legacy, young people, volunteering and a UBC researcher studying the 

Vancouver 2010 winter games and its housing investment legacy. 

 

Three themes emerged as possible research topics for collaborative research 

proposals: 

• Mainstreaming and capturing the advantages of partnership working 

during the event (legacy-proofing) as models to assist government 

organisations with a wider KE role for public sector reform in the  

austerity context. 

• Media and social media research and KE to help agencies make the 

optimal use of media as well as research its impact on events and legacy. 

• Issues of legacy governance – how is it set up and how does it proceed 

and critically how is it sustained after the event. 

 

Main Findings Day 2 

The day began with a breakout session examining the objectives, options  and 

challenges facing launching the network through one or more events. 

 

The main points arising from session 3 were: 

1. We should not lose the humanities research aspect – the anthropological 

importance of the ritual of events in urban public spaces and the 

fundamental human need or capabilities requirement to hold events. 

2. Agreed that we should hold a series of events: a precursor high profile 

briefing and network announcement at the Games and then on its first 

anniversary the legacy network conference launch in Glasgow.  

3. Much stress laid on the need to be multi-disciplinary, multi-sectoral, 

internationalist, embedded in other networks and NGOs, particularly 

including the CG Federation, the Best Value (LA) network and the Royal 

Commonwealth Society. 

4. Agreement regarding the importance of KE, communication and 

understanding sharing of the complex methods and layers of legacy 

evaluation and the significance of distinguishing between short term 

process and design or event questions compared to long term legacy 

journey outcomes. 

5. The network will aim to have global reach, for instance, by its agenda’s 

potential impact on developing countries with significant regeneration 

and development needs. The knowledge exchange dimension can also 

support the credibility of legacy aspects of future bids.  

 

Session 4 was a general plenary discussion about the logistics of the next steps to 

take premised on the three key activities of a establishing the precursor event, 

developing the network’s core activities and its inaugural 2015 conference 

launch. Key points arising were: 

• The importance of the themes of complexity and governance to legacy as 

well as regeneration, the humanities dimension (emphasizing the 

qualitative aspects of the need for and value of such events) and the 

applicability of legacy/event partnership working and work innovation to 

mainstreaming to public services delivery and project management more 

generally (legacy-proofing). 
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• The ‘Glasgow’ model may speak to future bidders and cities thinking 

about incorporating legacy into mega event plans – the Youth Olympics 

bid is a useful articulation of this concept. 

• The network is not just about conferences – there would be regular e,g 

events every 2 years but it would also be a place for working groups 

across themes and disciplines, a repository or information, a research 

network for collaborations building, a knowledge broking facility and a 

network designed to be able to evolve into what its key partners require. 

• The network will be established with key partner city/HEIs . We will 

initially target Glasgow, Manchester, London, Vancouver/Victoria, 

Melbourne, Gold Coast/Queensland, Kuala Lumpur, Delhi via U21, the 

Commonwealth Secretariat and ACU (noting the need to seek a regional 

node for Africa). We will work through the best way to make high level 

contacts to secure buy-in. JK and KG will make early direct contact with 

the top of the Commonwealth Secretariat. 

• We will actively engage with sponsors as a way of their securing CSR 

goals e.g. E&Y. 

• The July 2014 event could involve a 2 hour or so briefing and forum, 

taking the media away during a designated quiet time during the games. 

We can point up the network launch and our plans but show case senior 

politicians/ academics/sportsmen in a neutral place (i.e. not representing 

their jurisdiction).. The opportunity is there to embrace ongoing legacy 

research perhaps including a briefing by Go East?  

• The July 2014 event will be forward-looking, inclusive, global at a more 

general level and not just or only about Glasgow.  Hence we will seek a 

wider profile of speaker. The 2014 event has its own logic and purpose, to 

establish the new knowledge about legacy in the public mind, and to 

legitimise the steps leading to the 2015 conference. So this event, though 

brief, will spell out some of the lessons so far, call attention to the key role 

of HEIs and of city networks, draw attention to knowledge exchange, and 

generate recommendations for the development of the network.   

• Next steps – KG and JK will convene a working group in December (when 

JK in Glasgow) – this would also involve Robert Rogerson, Mark O’Neill, 

Linda Christie, Jane Thompson and one or two others yet to be co-opted. 

• A lesson from the Glasgow process is the interlinking of event and legacy 

– the precise deadline driven process of event management in all its 

dimensions and the long term support and carry-through to delivery of 

legacy outcomes. A critical legacy learning outcome from Glasgow that 

will be built on in the network will be the need to provide training for 

people to deliver both events and legacy - overcoming the trade-off 

between short term operational delivery and long term impacts. 

• Prior to that meeting we will: 

1. Establish a critical path of deadlines and milestones through to the 

conference in 2015 

2. Establish dates and venues for key events 

3. Establish high level support and seed funding/sponsorship for the 

activities 

4. RR and KG will examine how they can advance the research 

council proposal agenda. 


